
Preposition         class v                                                                  
FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH APPROPRIATE WORDSGIVEN BELOW:-

Above ,below  across, after  ,for, beside ,along, betwee ,down ,among, 
in, during  ,into ,with ,to  ,about  ,at ,over ,under ,before ,by ,behind                    

Johny Applesseed loved apples.He was born 
_______massachusetts.

He grew up _______a farm full______apple trees.When he was 
twenty years old,he went to ohio. he walked west ___many 
weeks. He met some settelers.they were building log cabins 
_____ the river. 

He distributed apple seeds____ them ____during his stay there. 
he also walked ___the land digging holes with his stick and 
dropping apple seeds ____them.a girl,Nellie Nead told him that 
she had never met anyone like him before jhonny and that he 
had an apple for a brain .



Given below is a picture of shruti’s bedroom .Look at it carefully 

and fill in the blanks so that the children can reach the key . 

Use the Aid box to help you .                

Near , on , under , between , behind  , above    , beside   , in 

i can see a table  . There are some  
photagraphs kept   ____  

The table . There is a dustbin   
__________ the table . A box of tissue 
paper is kept   _________  a stool The 
stool is _________  a chair . An  
umbrella   is hanging  ________    the 
chair  There is an Almira ________   the 
door . I can see an owl  _______  the 
alimirah . The owl is  _________   the 
two pictures. The Key is hidden 
________   the feathers of the owl .                    



Now  complete the explanation. Use the Aid Box given 

below :

at ,next ,beside,near,between,behind,across,in front of

 This is the layout of our                       
_______________colony books .The bank is _____to 

the post office.There is a book shop ____the 

Vivekanand street where we will be able to find 
‘Harry Porter’books. The sports shop ____ the hotel 

at the Kabir street.The subway is ____ the 
Swaminathan



Street .The subway is ______ the Swaminathan

street and March Avenue. The supermarket 
where

 we go to buy grocery is situated _____ the 

school.The gas station is ____ the super market.

 The cinema hall is _____ the petrol pump  and my 
house is _____the petrol pump .Please  be on time.



Raju has gone to Greece for a holiday .He has written  a letter 

to his best friend Rinku .But he has made some mistake of 

preposition . Underline the incorrect words

and insert the correct ones.

Hotel Stanford

Picory Streets

Greece

3 April 2020

Dear Rinko

We arrived on Greece three days ago. It’s fantastic. We ’re staying  on a beautiful villa . The 

view of the sea for  here  is fantastic . It’s a small place with Athens . While coming  here we 

stayed  over nice hotel below Athens  in two days . The weather is great. it’s  hot and sunny 

everyday .                     

We were in the beach all day yesterday . It was lovely .               

See you soon.            

Love 

Raju




